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Beilagenhinweis:
Mit diesem Heft verbreiten wir eine Gesamtbeilage von der Verlagsgruppe Hüthig-Dehler Rehm GmbH.
Wir bitten unsere Leser um Beachtung!
Siegel (CMS). The CMS recently celebrated its 50th anniversary prior to moving its archives to the University of Heidelberg. MA’s book is the last therefore in the series of CMS Beihüfte.

MA’s subject is precisely defined: three-sided prism seals from Crete of soft stone (mostly steatite, some chlorite) – almost all date to the Middle Minoan II period (MM II; 1924–1835 BCE) in the high chronology: P. Rehak and J.G. Younger, ‘Review of Aegean Prehistory VII’, AJA 102, 1998, 89). The subject of the book therefore is a sealstone shape. The author states the two goals of the study: a) whether the prisms are stylistically homogeneous and whether there is a close relationship of these seals to contemporaneous soft stone seals of other forms; and b) a study and analysis of the iconography, though ‘An examination of the combinations of the devices/images met on the three sides of each piece falls outside the scope of this study’ (1–2).

Volume 1 is in three major parts plus front matter (acknowledgements, abbreviations, introduction): a discussion of the prism shape, materials, tools and techniques; a presentation of the style groups and clusters; and a detailed presentation of the iconography. Finishing off the volume are seven appendices, a bibliography, concordances, and an index. Volume 2 presents a catalogue of the corpus of 626 prisms; 125 plates of line drawings of each motif on each prism; two plates of photographs of animals, people, and birds; and four plates of line drawings of unpublished prisms that the author has personally inspected.

In the Introduction (1–15), the author first tells us her two goals and then presents a history of the state of research on the three-sided Minoan prism. Sir Arthur Evans was the first to draw attention to the shape since these seals can carry Cretan Hieroglyphic writing; he derives the shape from regularizing splinters of steatite, whose sources occur infrequently on the island (31–37; fig. 12).

According to P. Warren, Minoan Stone Vases, 140–141, 1969, the most important sources are located at Fodele on the north coast west of Heraklion, Votitsia–Zaros on the south slopes of Ida, Minoan–Krotos on the Asterousia mountains, and the Kacharo plateau and Sarakina valley to the west of Kritsa on the east slopes of Dikte. The last two sites may have been within the Miala state (J.-C. Poursat ‘Malia: Palace, State, City’, Cretan Offerings, 239–247, London 2010).

Since many such prisms have been found in the area around Miala, French archaeologists who have excavated there have also paid attention to these seals. Ferdinand Chapoutier devoted several articles to the subject and was the first to explore the iconographic relationship between the three faces (‘À travers trois gemmes prismatiques’, Mélanges Gustave Glotz, vol. 1: 183–201, Paris 1912); Henri and Micheline van Effenterre (‘Vers une grammaire de la glyptique créto-mycénienne’, CMS Beihüfte 6, 22–29, Boppard 1974) created a database of the images on the separate sides and came to the conclusion that each prism was basically iconographically unique. Meanwhile, in 1956 a MM II seal-cutter’s workshop was excavated at Miala by André Dessenne that was obviously the production site of most of these prisms. Further excavations were carried out by Jean-Claude Poursat in 1965 and 1971 that defined the workshop and cleared the bureaucratic complex Quartier Mu that consists primarily of administrative Buildings A and B, destroyed by a fire at the end of MM II.

MA notes how the English scholar Victor Kennia (Cretan Seals, Oxford 1960) made no mention of the Miala Workshop, though he updates Evans’s derivation of the shape; John Boardman, another English scholar (Greek Gems and Finger Rings, Oxford 1970), does not know of the Workshop but does not take it much into consideration – he ignores, for instance, the clay sealings from Quartier Mu that were obviously impressed by prisms from the Workshop.

CMS II, 2 (1977) published the prisms excavated from the Workshop (nos. 86–189) and Paul Yule’s influential work (Early Cretan Seals, Mainz 1980) first put together the seals made by the Workshop and those found elsewhere, ‘the Miala Workshop Complex’. Since 1980, most scholars have attempted to connect more closely the Workshop prisms and the prisms from the broader geographical area (J.-C. Poursat, L’Atelier des sceaux et le Quartier Mu de Miala’, CMS Beihüfte 7, 159–165, Berlin 1981) and to determine an interior chronology. While the three-sided steatite prisms do seem to follow the earlier ivory cubes in Yule’s Border/Leaf Complex (MM I) and to precede similar prisms but in harder stones (most dating to early MM III, ca. 1825–1750) J.G. Younger, The Iconography and Stylistic Development of Aegean Glyptic in its Middle Phase (ca. 1725–1550 B.C.), Jenser 1993, they seem to themselves to form a coherent MM II group with no discernible interior chronological development.

A short section (12–15) lays out the structure of the book and focuses on some of the difficulties in dealing with the iconography. MA divides the iconography on each seal face into three components: image comprises the entire representation on a seal face (usually called the ‘sealtype’, e.g., a man sitting holding a bow and arrow); device comprises the iconicographic units (e.g., the man, the bow and arrow); and motif comprises the subunits (e.g., the bow and the arrow, separately). The author also has to invent numerous conventional terms to denote the devices, which she then prints in italics often with single quotes to connote that the device may look like something (e.g., a ‘papyrus blossom’) but may actually be something else (a J-spiral with a spreading, floral-like top).

The first major section describes the class ‘The MM Three-sided Soft Stone Prisms’, 16–62. Since many of the prisms found in the Miala Workshop are apparently unfinished, the author looks at the 107 prisms found in tombs for a definitive idea of what a finished piece looks like: a small prismatic block (generally forming an equilateral triangle in section) with three sides fairly equal in size (in plan: circular, square, or, more commonly, elliptical), all of which carry an image. MA thinks the inspiration for the shape might have come from shaping a boat’s task tip into a gable (a squat prism with a larger base and two smaller sides); she points to such an example from Archaees-Pournoi (fig. 11d) with the dentine at one end hollowed out and the other end drilled for a stringhole. She mentions in passing Poursat’s conclusion (‘La Glyptique et les autres arts dans l’Egée prépalatiale’, CMS Beihüfte 8, 347–348, Mainz 2000) that the prism continued the tradition of multifaceted seals (beginning with Yule’s Parading Lions/Spiral Complex, a series of EM II–III bifacial stamp cylinders and his MM I Border/Leaf gables and cubes) in order to carry a complex of images, including hieroglyphic and hieroglyphic-like inscriptions.
The materials of the prisms are almost entirely steatite (95.4%, Mohs 1–2), occasionally chlorite and schist, and artificial substances (faience and paste). A small number of prisms, including a few found in the Malia Workshop, are made of breccia, a harder stone (Mohs 3–5) found primarily on Kalos Oros to the east of Heraklion on the north coast (33). The soft-stone prisms were engraved with handheld tools (obsidian blades, needles, burins, scrapers, and bronze saws), all of which were found in the Workshop. Another technique consisted of drilling circles and «cup sinkings» with the hollow or solid drill applied to a stationary seal from above, bowing the drill while pressing one’s chest against it for pressure. Vertical pressure drilling and more vigorous abrasion could engrave the breccia seals, but a new tool, the horizontal spindle (or bow-lathe) was apparently invented in the last phase of the Workshop to drill these and even harder stones more efficiently. The new tool consisted of a stationary rotating axle bowed by an assistant, outfitted with drills and cutting wheels. The seal would then be moved against the rotating tip. This tool survives into the succeeding period and is the primary tool for cutting the hard stones (agate, cornelian, amethyst) that characterize Minoan seals of MM III–LM III (ca. 1825–1300 BCE) as well as classical and Roman seals.

MA makes it clear that she relies considerably on Walter Müller of the CMS for her discussion of materials, tools and techniques. She distinguishes three kinds of stones: soft, medium hard, and hard stones. And she describes how hand-held tools and vertical pressure drilling were used for the soft stone seals, the horizontal spindle for the hard stone seals, and a mix of techniques for the medium hard stones. In her catalogue, almost all of her prisms are of soft stone: 135 prisms of chlorite, two of paste, and the rest of steatite. There are two exceptions, her nos. 283 (CMS III, no. 216) and 157 (CMS VS 3, no. 356) of «medium hard stones» and 177 (CMS VS 3, no. 356) of breccia. Thus, she seems willing to include in her focus group seals of medium hard stones, including breccia; it is therefore a puzzle why she mentions but does not include in her catalogue other three-sided prisms of medium hard materials, especially CMS II 1, nos. 150 and 168, both of breccia and both excavated from the Malia Workshop (mentioned on p. 60, n. 332).

In technique, the author seems occasionally confused. She discusses 38a (CMS XI, no. 217a): a goat with begun cup sinkings created by the hollow drill (vertical pressure) for shoulder and lip and then lines gouged across the body from cup sinking to cup sinking. It seems possible that these lines constitute a successful attempt to 'cover' the core of this boring' (44). This is standard practice, however, drilling cup sinkings for the shoulder and lip and then modeling the chest and stomach between (J.G. Younger, 'Creating a Sealstone', Expedition 23/4, 1981, 31–38; and 1993, above, 166–167). The fact that we see the lines means the modeling is unfinished. Similarly, stringholes were almost always created after the engraving of the seal; but MA asserts that «To the best knowledge of the author, no prism exists which doesn’t have a stringhole channel» (47, n. 268), implying that the stringhole was drilled before the face was carved, yet she lists five seals with engraved sides but no stringhole (therefore unfinished: 47, n. 269).

The 626 prisms that MA includes in her catalogue come primarily from east-central and eastern Crete, especially from Malia – Malia was the production center (34), most of the seals probably being made in the Workshop in Quarter Mu. The Workshop contained unfinished and finished prisms (140 seals in the building and surrounding area), blocks of steatite, smaller pieces of schist, breccia, and rock crystal, and the tools mentioned above. There were also two seals probably not made there, a schist button seal (CMS II 1, no. 149) and a half-ovoid of white paste (CMS II 2, no. 109).

Among the debitage from the Workshop were unfinished seals of harder stones: the two prisms of breccia mentioned above, with only two sides engraved; lathed signets (Potschaffen) of fluorite (CMS II 2, no. 128 said to be of 'rock crystals'; carved with two small circles), «brown obsidian» (CMS II 2, nos. 129 and 130, both with barely begun designs), of «brown conglomerate with yellow flecks» (CMS II 2, no. 136, lapis lacedaemonius; shaped only), and a foliate back seal of fluorite (CMS II 2, no. 148 said to be of 'rock crystals, shaped only'). None of these has finished designs and none has a bored stringhole, which MA thinks attests to the inexperience of the carver: while the craftsman was experimenting, often successfully, with engraving harder stones, he/she had not yet mastered the art of piercing such materials for the creation of the stringhole channel. But if boring the stringhole occurred after carving the design and before polishing the seal, then it is simply another indication that these seals are unfinished. These seals therefore may have been among the last products of the Workshop.

Adjacent to the Workshop but not connected to it are the two administrative buildings A and B, which held clay documents inscribed in Hieroglyphic and sealings impressed by seals (CMS II 6, nos. 176–209), some of which were soft stone prisms of the Workshop.

MA specifies only Malia sealings CMS II 6, nos. 191–194 (61, n. 342). There are others: CMS II 6, nos. 175, 193, and 196, impressed by soft stone prisms made by the Malia Workshop. Quarter Mu also produced sealings impressed by harder stone prisms: CMS II 6, nos. 185 with two cat faces, and 176, 177, 186, 187 with Hieroglyphic inscriptions.

MA's second major section focuses on «Style Groups» (63–159). Most of her 626 prisms in the catalogue belong to her main group of «Malia/Eastern Crete Steatite Prisms» (63, n. 348). She notes the overlap between her group and Yule's Malia Workshop Complex and Pourarat-Papatsarouha's Style de Malia. And she discusses at length Eberhard Thomas's attempt to discern a development in the Workshop through six «stylistic tendencies» (71–73). As the author points out, this development could only work if the debitage from the Workshop represented its entire lifetime – this is unlikely.

Instead, MA sees three main groups and a number of clusters. The three main groups include prisms with «Deep Cut» (71), «Hasty Cut» (77), and «Irregular Cut» engraving, the last recognized by Dessenne as «le gâchur» and by Pourasat as an apprentice, perhaps even a child (78, n. 434). These groups may represent different hands, although the Workshop physically could not have accommodated many workers; Pourasat thought only one (Fouilhè tes exécutées à Malia. Le Quartier Mu, III, 1996, 110) while MA thinks perhaps two working sides by side (75). After a discussion of these major groups, the author then pulls together smaller clusters (82–101). A large cluster revolves around her no. 1 (CMS VS 3, no. 22) from Malia Quarter Nu (82–84, n. 454). She does not give this cluster a name but does charac-
terize it as different from the main group, Malia/Eastern Crete Prisms, although probably also produced at Malia.

The rest of the stylistic discussion focuses on short discussions of small clusters of seals that are related iconographically and stylistically. There seem to be at least 18 such named clusters; some of these are clearly defined (e.g., Cluster of the Full Figured Bevone [five members], Cluster of the Plain Quadraped [three examples]), Cluster of the Bulky Quadraped [three members]) but most contain so few examples that it is difficult to evaluate the purpose of identifying them—discerning the different ‘styles’ of the clusters does not chart an internal chronological development for the Workshop and does not, in most cases, define separate ‘hands’.

Although MA’s goals do not include identifying stylistic hands, it is possible to infer from her discussions that the three larger groups (Deep Cut, Haft Cut, Irregular Cut) represent two artists working side by side plus a child-apprentice. Apart from the large cluster around her no. 1 (CMS VS 3, no. 22) representing another workshop at Malia, she also states that one of her small clusters, that of the Mask and the Ruminant (nos. 113 [CMS II 1, no. 210], 276 [CMS III, no. 185], and 160 [Paris CDM N 4424]), represents the work of one hand, possibly also her cluster of the Triangular Scorpion (nos. 493 [CMS VI, no. 793], 349 [Paris CDM M 3820]) if not the product of a single pattern-book.

The distribution of the Malia/Eastern Crete Prisms concentrates the group in east-central and eastern Crete, mostly around Malia, the Lasithi plain, the gulf of Mirambelo (all comprising the Malia state: Pourrat 1910, above), but also Palaikastro and Zakros farther east; some prisms come from the Knossos area and the Mesara. No prism comes certainly from west of Ida.

For the Malia/Eastern Crete Prisms, dating is equally certain: no prism comes from a secure context earlier than MM II, although several come from late Minoan contexts. MA concludes that the bulk of the prisms were carved in MM II, although it is possible the Workshop craftsman continued carving hard stone prisms after the MM II B destructions, but not for long—the prisms from Late Bronze contexts are surely heirlooms (114–115). On the early end, it is possible that some prisms with EM III/MM I Influences (115–120) may date earlier than MM II. There are five of these. Her nos. 98 (CMS II 1, no. 216), a gable from the Workshop carries ‘parading lions’; 106 (CMS II 2, no. 118) also from the Workshop, and 399 (CMS XII, no. 11D) carry hatched motifs, a hallmark of the Border/Leaf group; 7 (CMS VS 2A, no. 9D) carries a lion on side c with upturned tail, a trait that is found on early cylinders; and 23 (CMS IS, no. 107) carries a rosette on side c, a motif that occurs commonly on early Mesara seals.

MA then turns her attention to non-Malia groups of stone prisms that were probably produced in central Crete. There are seven of these. The group of the Mesara Chlorite Prisms is the largest, consisting of 16 prisms all but one of which is of chlorite. Within the group there are eight clusters, each consisting of one to a few seals; the Agrimi/Scorpion cluster is perhaps the clearest with bold motifs taking up the entire seal face.

The discussion of this group of Chlorite Prisms again links peripheral seals to it, identifies sealings from Phaistos that were impressed by the group’s seals, and closes with comments on distribution (the prisms with secure provenance all come from Mesara tholoi) and dating (MM I–II).

The large group of the Central Crete Ornamental Prisms (148–159) consists of seals with centered circles and/or parallel lines; the simplicity of the designs may have led scholars to ignore this group. There are other seal shapes that have these simple motifs, stamps and Petachats, gables and disks, and seals belonging to this group impressed some 20 sealings from Phaistos. MA divides the group into two clusters, the Statute Cluster and the cluster of White Prisms, based on material and a preference for centered circles in the former and dots (‘blobs’) in the latter cluster.

Another group, that of the Phaistos Agrimi (138–140), consists of prisms with presentation designs of recumbent agrimi, squatting monkeys, and regardant waterbirds with few filling motifs. The group is clear and instantly recognizable.

The remaining five non-Malia groups are less convincing. The Dawkins Prism group (137–138) is assembled mostly on iconographic grounds. One prism, her 604 (the Dawkins prism) carries a man seated on a stool, which MA relates iconographically to a of a reed (BM 16921; fig. 212) from the House tholos and then to an ‘Archaeaic’ reed, NNYM 42.11.1, published in Boardman 1970 (above), pp. 123 and 175, pl. 279. The two reeds are almost identical in showing a seated man and a standing woman apparently about to have sex (the reed of the ‘Archaeaic’ reed depicts a agrimi making). Anastasiadou gave a talk at the 2011 annual meeting of the Archaeological Institute of America on these two reeds ('A Middle Minoan and an Archaeaic (?) Reel with Similar Iconography', AIA 117th Annual Meeting Abstracts 34, 2011, 139–140). Compare CMS II 1, no. 446a, a dentate stamp cylinder from Vournikas that seems to show the same scene. Making agrimi appear as Late Minoan miniature terracottas from the Lesvokast peak sanctuary (once on display in the Heraklion Museum); the Late Minoan gold ring CMS VII, no. 68, and on a Mycenaean Pictorial krater (E.T. Vermeule and V. Karageorghis, Mycenaean Pictorial Vase Painting, no. XI.18, Cambridge 1982).

The author wonders if her cluster of the British Museum prisms is even genuine (141–142; 151 n. 265). The three other clusters also seem difficult to defend. Two present seals with looped designs, called ear-cord devices, although that term is never defined. The Three Prisms with Dovetail Prisms (CMS II 1, no. 392) and the Kalo Chorio/Pyrios Prisms with Cable Devices (her nos. 62 [CMS II 1, no. 433] and 276 [CMS III, no. 265]) both coin the Kalo Chorio/Pyrios cluster carry a small and should be genuine; its face carries two simple loops that resemble a loop or scarf emblem (104–105; cf. CVA 104–105; cf. CVA 104–105). The other seals from the Kalo Chorio/Pyrios cluster carry a small and should be genuine; its face carries two simple loops that resemble a loop or scarf emblem (104–105; cf. CVA 104–105). The other seals have unknown provenance; CMS I 1, no. 490 and III, no. 33, 36, and 365; if the group is defined by the Epigraphic lists (including CMS II 1, no. 109), then it depends on one probably authentic seal (CMS II 1, no. 453), whose date is debatable, while the rest may not be authentic. Finally, MA’s cluster of the Platanos Ornamental Prisms depends on relating seals with very simple designs (e.g., cross with a dot in each quadrant).

MA’s third major chapter concerns the iconography of the prisms; it is the longest section in the book (160–169, plus most of the plates of volume 2). There are five sections: the individual ‘designs’ or motifs of the iconography (160–167); composition (167–170); the ‘nature of the images’ (171–185); the process of creating the images (iconogenesis, 185–187); and the iconography of the prisms from the Malia Workshop (167–169).
The longest section concerns the individual «devices» or motifs, the building blocks of the iconography that «cannot be broken down to their constituent elements in a meaningful way» (162; e.g., bow). Some motifs can be combined into «representational composites», like a bow and arrow, that are meant to be seen as one unit (166). Some motifs can be fused, like two waterbird bodies conjoined to form a whirl or a papyrus flower joined to a spiral. Some motifs stand alone on the seal face («free-standing») while supplemental motifs (like dots or wedges) can fill spaces.

Most of the iconography section consists of a catalogue of 269 motifs, beginning with no. 1, «Frontal man» (166) and ending with nos. 268, «Miscellaneous unidentifiable devices/ images» (289–294) and 269, «Fragmentary unidentifiable devices/ images» (294–298). Each catalogue entry in volume 1 is actually a short textual presentation that describes what one sees in the outline drawings in the plates in volume 2. Thus, for motif 1, «Frontal man», there are twelve outline drawings (pl. 1), each accompanied by MA's catalogue number plus their CMS or museum citation. All instances of the motifs are drawn, even when several occur on one prism face (e.g., three separate drawings for the three frontal men on 1208, CMS II 2, no. 308a). The plates also subdivide the motifs into groups. Thus, Motif 2, «Man in profile» (pls. 1–10), is divided into «Standing/Walking», «Running», «Bent at the Waist», «Seated», «Lying», and «Performing the Crab» (= as acrobat). Within these major subsections, there are smaller ones: so, for «Seated», there are «head straight, hanging arms», «one arm extended in front», «head down», etc. Examining every drawing of the motifs is instructive as to the variety, but since the drawings also reproduce the image exactly as shown even on a broken face, one must be careful to realize that the lack of a body on «Seated, head down» prism 1448 (CMS II 2, no. 98a) is simply the result of the seal face being broken at that point.

There are sections, however, in the plates that are less informative, mainly because of MA's decision to include every single motif on every single seal face in an outline drawing. Motifs that may be clear on the seal, like fish, become ovalshaped with short protrusions (flaps) on pls. 28–30. Composite motifs like the «Pole» with «String vessels» are catalogued separately: Motif 113 («Pole», pl. 55) and Motif 111 («String vessels», pls. 13–13); these are brought back together as «Representational composite» 2 (pls. 107–109), just as bows (Motif 113) and arrows (Motifs 127, 128) are catalogued separately and together («Representational composite» 1, pl. 107). Less intriguing are the drawings of the Hieroglyphic signs (e.g., Motif 156, «Towel», pls. 61–61, every one of which is Hieroglyphic sign 244) or every line (Motif 206, wedge (Motif 207), and triangle (Motif 209).

The text in volume 1 that describes every motif is short. So, the text for Motif 1, «Frontal man» (166) tells us the stylistic groups on whose prisms the motif occurs, the number of representations, and then a verbal description of the individual image. The description ends with a brief characterization of the function of the image. Thus, «Frontal man» occurs as a main device, «alone in an image» or «combined with other devices», as well as «descriptive and pictographic images». These last two terms are not defined here, but rather farther along on p. 341: «descriptive» means that the image is met in everyday life (e.g., a frontal man) while «pictographic» is a conventional term to refer to images in which representational motifs ... are combined with each other in ways ... not ... seen in the real world» (341), like a seal face presenting a boat and agrimia head together (unlikely to occur together in the real world).

The only representation of a «Frontal man» that is said to be «pictographic» (166, n. 81a) is problematic. MA's prism 269b (CMS III, no. 174b) presents a seated figure next to a large quadruped placed vertically, the head either at top or at bottom or both (combined protomes). In her catalogue entry for the prism (364–365), MA describes the figure as having a sloop-shaped ears (164) but the CMS text (III p. 275) suggests that the figure's head, shown in profile (and thus not frontal), has either a back-lock of hair or a horn. If a horn, the figure is not a man; if a back-lock (cf. her no. 428, CMS XII, no. 15b), the figure would be an adolescent, a boy or girl (for Minoan adolescent hairstyles, see E.N. Davis, «Youth and Age in the Thera Frescoes», AJA 90, 1986, 399–406). The CMS text also gives a description of the animal: it is placed vertically, with the head either at the top, with foreleg in front and long tail at the bottom, or upside down; or the animal is really two animal protomes combined with a head and foreleg at top and bottom. MA follows the CMS's final suggestion for the quadruped: it recreates it as a «2-whirl of Protomes of a dog/ lion». That would certainly qualify the image as «pictographic». But if the prism face simply presents a person with a dog (or even a lion), then that would be «natural». The reviewer suspects there are other examples in the iconographic catalogue that are similarly problematic.

The identification of most motifs, however, is clear (boar, fish, sheep head [actually, facel] but many of the descriptive tags (titles) are puzzling. «Frontal ape» and «Ape» in profile (Motifs 6 & 7) may be male figures with an exaggerated penis depicted, not an ape with tail. In any case, if these really do depict primates, they are more likely to be imported monkeys (P. Relak, «The Monkey Frieze from Xeste 3, Room 4», Meltemata, vol. III: 705–709, Lüege and Austin 1999). Other motifs have unhelpful tags (e.g., the indecipherable Motif 8, «Ape» in profile; Motif 99, «Boar with centipede legs»; Motif 100, «Centipede with muzzle»; Motif 173, «Snake paisley»; Motif 197, «Candy motifs»). It might have been better to group the «centipede» boars under pictorialized boars and the «snake» paisley as just another variation of paisley (the «candy» motif is a simple type of hatching with dots).

A series of separately themed discussions follows the catalogue of images. About half the images are representational, half the rest are geometrical or ornamental; a small number are unidentifiable. The style is summary with few details rendered (most as deviations in the profile, like «dentation» for boar bristles); poses are usually in side view or frontal — there are almost no examples of three-quarter views. There are a lot of headless images (e.g., waterbird bodies) and other floating body parts (erased in heraldic terminology) — «the significance of such depictions ... is unknown» (297).

A short section on poses (299–302, with schematic outline drawings on pls. 126–127) explains in words the poses of people and animals; there is no reference to the reviewer's «iconography of Late Minoan and Mycenaean Sealsheets and Finger Rings», Bristol 1988, or Yule 1980 (above) — the typologies for poses there of earlier and later seals could have served as points of departure for a discussion of poses specific to the prisms.
Another section deals with images that appear regularly together. Again, these have conventional names. There are two «Representational composites»: the bow and arrow (302–303) and «Elongated motif (pole, bars, or ladder bands)» along with «String vessels». It is likely that the «elongated» motif is a yoke, since a man carries one across his shoulders with globular vessels attached (38bb [CMS XI, no. 122], 502c [CMS VI, no. 44], and CMS II 1, no. 302b) or with two trussed agrimia (CMS VI, no. 35a). This motif has elicited much interest and MA briefly mentions the various interpretations (303) without much bibliographic citation or speculation as to what representational objects lie behind the motif.

MA calls trussed animals animalis with crossed legs: agrimia (pl. 15), bovines (pl. 16), boars (pl. 18), and quadrupeds (pl. 24). She does not speculate on why their legs are crossed nor does she relate their crossed legs to the trussed agrimia on the yoke carried by the man on CMS VI, no. 35a (not in her catalogue). To the reviewer their trussed pose is identical (both in shape and purpose) to that of the trussed calf on the Aya Triada Sarcophagus.

Images, especially patterns, that repeat on a seal face are called «Repetition Compounds» (304–317), like several circles on a single face, and bits of images attached to larger motifs are called «Supplemental Compounds» (317–324), like a cross with bird feet protruding from the center, spirals with added papyrus flowers, or circular borders with pendant hatched triangles.

MA's discussion of composition is similarly clinically descriptive: «Six basic strategies are mobilized for the combination of the iconographic units: parataxis, rotation, anthesis, flanking, angle/curve-filling, and enclosure» (320, fig. 101). Each of these is then briefly described followed by a discussion of their «decorative effects» (314–315).

The final three sections of «Iconography» consist of general discussions of the «images» at large (341–358), iconogenesis (358–364), and the images on the seals excavated from the Malia Workshop (364–369). In general, half the images are «descriptive» (i.e., derived from nature), under half are ornamental (i.e., patterns), with «epigraphic» images (not «natural» to the real world) and Hieroglyphic signs making up the rest.

With «descriptive» images, narration is rare (e.g., the man seated at a gameboard, 497b, CMS VI, no. 453; the potter carrying pots on a yoke while a happy dog leaps up, 392c, CMS VI, no. 446; the potter at his kiln, 498b, CMS VI, no. 34b). MA seems to regard our desire to provide narrative interpretations with some skepticism: she thought that a person is depicted while making a pot, hunting, lighting, holding the sea-creature he/she fished, transporting an object, holding an unidentified device, playing a game, and taking some liquid out of a large pot respectively is reflexive. To which end such compositions were actually simply narrative or functioned as symbols of some sort is unknown (349).

MA is rightly reluctant to engage in a discussion of the meaning of the iconography of a seal; this topic has perplexed scholars for years. Evans thought some seals might refer to the profession of their owner (Scripta Minoa 1909, 131–134); a man with a bow and arrow on CMS VIII, no. 12 with quadruped could depict a hunter and prey but it is hypothetical that it was the sole occupation of the seal's owner. The situation gets more complicated when more than one seal can be attributed to a single individual (cf. I. Killian-Dirlemeier, 'Das Kuppelgrab von Vaphio', JRGZ 14, 1987, 197–212, who attempts to link the iconography of all 29 seals in the Vaphio list to various aspects of the deceased's persona). Nonetheless, it seems obvious that the many depictions of pots and of men with pots on seals made by the Malia Workshop probably refer to the potter's quarter next door (H. Wingerath, Studien zur Darstellung des Menschen in der minoischen Kunst der älteren und jüngeren Palastzeit, 22–48, Marburg 1991) — and that a happy dog back then was much like a happy dog today, as the author undoubtedly knows (cf. fig. 96 depicting a dog [her dog?] in pose types 3.1 and 1.2).

The purpose of «epigraphic» motifs is even more elusive. Still, the unique character of every prism and its cluster of images seems to demand a legible or at least intelligible purpose. The author discusses these images (354–369) but points out that, while most Hieroglyphic steatite prisms carry only signs 404–409, a transaction term (J.G. Younger, Cretan Hieroglyphic Transaction Terms, Cretan Studies 9, 2003, 301–316), others carry different and sometimes complicated inscriptions (for example: Hieroglyphic signs 404–405, another transaction term, occurs on 519b [CMS VI, no. 28h]; 038–040, another fairly common signgroup, occurs on 457b [XII, no. 86b]; and the complex and unique inscription 012–014–016–018 occurs on 69a [II 2, no. 144]) — this would argue for some owners of steatite prisms (presumably humble, therefore) being actually literate in Hieroglyphic, not just the owners of medium hard and hard stone prisms.

Middle Minoan iconogenesis (i.e., how one motif changes into another), has been much discussed (G. Walberg, Tradition and Innovation, Mainz 1986). MA contributes analyses of motifs that change through fusion, transformation, and abstraction (358–364) and gives informative illustrations of the process (figs. 125–130).

The final discussion in the Iconography section concerns the prisms excavated from the Malia Workshop itself (365–369). Working on the assumption that the First Cut stage represents the work of one hand, then slight differences in rendering iconographically similar motifs might differentiate the motifs further. For example, three different ways of rendering animal «heads» (faces) might actually be the attempt to render three different animals. Similarly, the «dog/lion» comes in a robust («lion») and a slim version («dogs»).

After a section titled «Conclusions» (370–378, actually a summary), there then follow seven appendices, of which two are immediately useful. Appendix 1 gives a list of the find contexts and ceramic dates (379–384). Appendix 2 gives an alphabetical list of the «Find Places», both secure and putative (385–395).

Finishing volume 1 is a short bibliography (436–430), a list of illustrations (431–438), several concordances (names of the devices and their catalogue numbers; MA's catalogue numbers and publication sources, although this information can be readily found in the seal catalogue; seals in the CMS and MA's catalogue number); and finally a short index.

In sum, MA's two-volume work focuses on a certain class of Cretan sealstone, the three-sided prism of steatite and chlorite, and finds that all date to MM II and break into one large group that was made at Malia in the Workshop excavated in Quarter Mu and smaller groups that were made elsewhere at Malia and in central and south-central Crete. The iconography of seals made at Malia is more or less
homogeneous while the central Cretan prisms share a different iconography. The author thus brings sharply into focus a group of seals that has not received much attention since Yule 1980 (above). Since these seals form a bridge between the earlier groups of seals (especially the Parading Lions/Spiral Complex and Border/Leaf) and the later seals of MM III and the Late Minoan period, we now have the complete production of seals in Crete in sharp focus. Scholars of Minoan seals and art are in the author's debt.

The book has faults, of course. It is the published form of a dissertation and consequently has a narrow focus and is filled with details and lists. It was also written in English, not the author's native language nor that of her dissertation directors; there are lots of typographical errors and some infelicities of expression. The catalogue (volume 2) gives the names of the motifs on each seal face but not its motif number: to find an outline drawing of any motif on any seal mentioned in the catalogue one must go to the first concordance at the end of volume 1 (459–466) and then find the drawing in the relevant plate in volume 2. More serious, perhaps, is the scantiness of the bibliography (missing: most of the present reviewer's own studies of MM and LM seals!) and the author's decision to reinvent technical and iconographic terminology; the pioneering work of earlier scholars is often ignored.

Because of her concentration on a narrow focus (a definition of the class and a description of its properties) and because of the need for dissertations to present data, MA cannot treat in any detail those aspects that make the Malia prisms fascinating: each prism's specific and unique iconography (cf. H. and M. van Effenterre 1974, above) and the relationship of these multifacial seals to the documents written in Cretan Hieroglyphic, themselves often multifacial. These are aspects likely to be taken up by MA herself, now that her basic data have been compiled and analyzed — or by other scholars. The reviewer awaits the results.

Lawrence, Kansas

John G. Younger


Das Werk beginnt mit Einführungsworten der Direktoren der Spanischen Schule für Geschichte und Archäologie in Rom und der akademischen Lehrer M.s in Córdoba, Sevilla und Aix-en-Provence, Pilar León und Pierre Gros. Aus ihnen geht hervor, daß M. ursprünglich nach Rom kam, um die römischen Theater der Baetica zu untersuchen (15; 27), sein Interesse fokussierte sich aber bald in Rich-